
PACKRYT BRG BEARING SYSTEM
A blend of very high temperature capability 
imidized polymers allows effective use in 
very high temperature air or steam under 
severe mechanical forces.

SEALRYT STYLE 357
99.6% pure carbon textile bound with 
carbon reinforced twisted graphite sheet is 
placed on the inside of both bearings and 
acts as wiper rings.

SEALRYT STYLE 283R
Pretwisted combination of imidized polymer 
textile and 99.6% pure carbon textile braided 
over a center of carbon reinforced twisted 
graphite sheet, make an incomparably 
strong sealing component which seals with 
low gland force.

THE ROOT CAUSE OF MOST  
ROTATING EQUIPMENT FAILURE  

IS SHAFT MOVEMENT. 
SealRyt’s patented technology has 
proven its ability to seal, support 

shafts, and increase reliability.

SteamRyt sealing sets are in stock for soot blower sealing box sizes (lance diameter x box bore diameter x box length): (2.375” x 3.125” x 3.375”) and (2.750” x  3.500” x 3.500”).  
All other sizes are made to order.

The SteamRyt™ is a long term soot blower sealing solution developed through years of polymeric 
and textile research. SealRyt's polymer bearing attains exceptional, previously unheard of 
temperature capabilities and our unique arrangement of one bearing fore, one bearing aft creates 
a protected cavity for our sealing material.
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STUFFING BOX SEALING SOLUTIONS

PackRyt® Bearing Systems

STEAMRYT* – Soot Blower Sealing System

*Patented Product - PATENT # 8,814,432

PACKING STYLE 357

PACKING STYLE 283R

COMMON SOOT BLOWER PROBLEMS

Problem 1. Retract blowers have long overhangs which can cause severe radial/elliptical movement of the shaft in the stuffing box area.
SOLVED!  Shaft movement is eliminated with use of two very high strength polymer bearings, one fore, one aft in the stuffing box. 

Problem 2. Throat bushings become worn from shaft movement and as they wear, packing can be easily extruded through increased clearances. 
SOLVED!  The use of two close clearance bearings eliminates shaft contact with the throat bushing & prevents inner packing from extruding.

Problem 3. Mechanical forces on the packing causes tearing and disfiguration. 
SOLVED!  Mechanical forces are eliminated in the stuffing box with the use of two close clearance bearings. Packing remains square and works only to 
seal along the stabilized shaft.

Problem 4. Excessive number of packing rings which consolidate rapidly.
SOLVED!  The two bearing positions eliminate several former packing positions allowing use of optimal number of sealing rings.

Problem 5. Very high air/steam temperature. 
SOLVED!  All components, both bearings and packing are rated to 800 degrees F or higher.
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